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“Dedication Service”
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Mark 11:17

The priorities that JESUS gave in this passage are our clear priorities today.

I. “_____ House” - The Focus is ___________, not on us.

1.
2.
3.
4.

This is HIS ____________
This is HIS _____________
We are HIS ___________
Our ___________ belong to HIM.
We __________ to HIM
____________ we minister to people.
The House of Prayer is built for the Presence of GOD to ____________;
- not to _________
- not to _________ in
- not to ____________
- but to ___________, _________ here

II. “Shall be called a __________________”

1. This Place is called the _________________. (shows its purpose)
2. Prayer and Worship ___________________________ of GOD to come.
- When HIS Presence comes, HIS Holiness:
- changes the _______________
- changes ____________
- changes ___________
- changes _______________
3. Only an __________ with HIM, changes a life. An ________ in HIS
Presence can accomplish more than a ______ hours of human effort.
4. Our LOGO states our Priority: IF HE is the _________ of our lives, then
___________ to HIM is always the first thing we do. (prayer and worship)
5. ______________ all of us are to be “Houses of Prayer.”

III. “For all ___________”
1. We are not here for ______________. We are here for HIM, and for
those HIS Son __________ for. Acts 1:8

2. HIS Heart and HIS ___________ for us, is that from this Place we reach:
A. our Jerusalem (______________) B. our Judea (_____________)
C. our Samaria (the ________)
D. and those from the farthest
ends of the Earth. (the ______________________________)

IV. “But you have m ade it a _______________.”

1. It is not easy to ____________ right priorities. Without constant
adjustments (_________________) everything will ________, especially
our hearts. The Flesh, False Philosophies, and Darkness will pull us
all … off ______________.
2. The Jewish leaders of JESUS’ day had turned the Temple into a
corrupt, ______________ enterprise that enriched themselves, while
taking advantage of the common people. (JESUS ___________ it)

3. The Presence of GOD is ____________ today in many churches. Great
denominations, great movements, and great institutions that once
held GOD’s Blessings, are now _____________ of it.
4. Sadly Ezekiel 10:18-19; 11:23 records the Presence of GOD leaving
the Temple and Jerusalem around ____________. - because of the
people’s ____________. A beautiful House of Worship without the
Presence of GOD is just a _______________.
5. Moses told the HOLY ONE, “If your _____________ does not go with us,
do not lead us from here.” Exodus 33:15
For us:
A. IF HE is not here, there is no need for us _________________.
B. IF HE is not in it, there is ______________ for us to be in it either.

